USociable Specs and Dimensions
Page Specifications

This is to help you prepare images and other objects so they format correctly

Editing your Pages
You are given a default page when you create new. It is plain white and gray and not very exciting. However, it is pretty easy to dress
it up using CSS code or the built in USociable editor. You will find it easier to do your design work on your profile and pages if you take
some time to prepare your backgrounds and graphics before you go in to add them. You can upload your images to USociable (up to
20) but it is just as easy to link in pictures from external sources on the web.

Main Navigation Bar

Profile and Page Sizes

Profiles and pages have a maximum width of 1024 px. This is the main table that contains all
the information. You will be able to customize your background image which will show behind
your content and beyond the edges of the table on the left and right.
1024 px

This is the main USociable Navigation. It becomes transparent on your
profile and pages, but you can effect
the color of the text using CSS.

Page Navigation

This is a sub-menu that lets you
move between a user’s pages and
profile. This is automatic.

Page Icon
150px x 180px
Page icons are most often
displayed at this aspect
ratio. You can download
a template from the tools
page. USociable will
auto size your picture to
match, but it might distort
it unless it is built to the
proper aspect ratio.

Page Links

When you add pages,
they will appear in your
profile as icons that link to
that page.

Description

This is a data field that
can hold text, images and
anything the other content
boxes can hold.

Credit/Links

This shows the creator of
the page or group leader.
The links let people easily
communicate with you.

Left Side Content

URL and Embed

When you paste content into
your right and left side content boxes, they will appear
on your page. On the left they
appear here and shove down
the other boxes.

Use these links to send
URL to someone via
e-mail or the embed code
to embed your page in
another site.

Similar Pages

Right Side Content

This database driven window shows similar pages
in the same catagory.

When you paste content into
your right and left side content boxes, they will appear
on your page.

500px Columns

Your profile is divided into two main columns that are 500px
wide. This allows a little margin around the boxes without
pusihing out the overall 1024 table.
If you are placing images, videos, or other widgets, you
might want to considering limiting the width of your embedded objects to 485px so you have a margin around it.

USociable Specs and Dimensions
Page Spec Example

This uses the Dark Knight sample page to show you additional elements as they appear
Profile and Page Sizes

Profiles and pages have a maximum width of 1024 px. This is the main table that contains all
the information. You will be able to customize your background image which will show behind
your content and beyond the edges of the table on the left and right.

1024 px

Quote
then “undertitle”

Page Links

Page Icon

Description Title

150px x 180px

Use this as a headline
for the description text.

Description

Page Icon

This is a data field that
can hold text, images and
anything the other content
boxes can hold.

150px x 180px

Credit/Links

This shows the creator of
the page or group leader.
The links let people easily
communicate with you.

Slideshow

This was created and is
hosted by Photobucket. You
can make slideshows of any
group of pictures there. You
can adjust the size of the
object by changing the embed
code to have a width less
than 500px.

Embedded Picture

This is just the embed code
from Photobucket (or any
other service) pasted into the
right content box.

Embedded Video

This is just the embed code
from another website. Again,
you can adjust the maximum
width of most objects and
widgets you place.

Left Side Content

When you paste content into your right and left side content
boxes, they will appear on your page. On the left they appear here and shove down the other boxes.

Right Side Content

When you paste content into your right and left side content
boxes, they will appear on your page.

